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Welcome to this issue of the magazine.

There is SOO much great content to share with
you this week...so let's dive in!

Editor’s
Note
After a four-day, long weekend here in Melbourne, I am feeling SO fresh and ready for the
week ahead; I can't even tell you!

I spent the weekend mostly away from all things tech and threw myself into visioning and
dreaming and making plans for the final three months of 2022.

I also doubled up on my training (mostly to make up for the Champagne I enjoyed while sitting
on my front verandah each afternoon, journal at hand) and tried some new classes at a new
gym...it was divine.

Every Grand Final (AFL Football) weekend, my guy heads off to the bush camping with his
friends for four nights, and I freaking LOVE IT.

I love my solo time so much...I love my man, and I love my time alone equally.

I have three close girlfriends, and we all feel the same way...love our men but LOVE, LOVE, LOVE
it when they go away...is it the same for you too?

I think it's so important for us to spend time alone; knowing yourself deeply and cultivating
deeper self-awareness is a critical skill for coaches, and solo time is perfect for doing the inner
work without interruption...works for me anyway.

When was the last time you spent alone with your thoughts and dreams?

If it's been a while, I highly recommend it.

M xox

NEXT WEEK:  My 5 Days To Your $5K Offer is running, and
it's freeeee.   DETAILS HERE

https://www.michellehext.com/5-days-to-5k-offer/
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QUICK LINKS

THIS WEEK'S PODCAST

Ep: 54 - 3 Key Elements For Aligned, Sustainable, EPIC Success.

CLICK HERE TO LISTEN

THIS WEEKS VIDEO

10 Affirmations For Coaches

I have a massive library of YOUTUBE videos so each week I will include one for you to
watch along with this week's podcast episode.

Enjoy!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YwnDKfSaesE
https://anchor.fm/michellehext/episodes/Ep-54---3-Key-Elements-For-Aligned--Sustainable--EPIC-Success-e1oc09b


STRATEGY

High-ticket sales….the reality (hint…this is GOOD!).

If you've been in my world for even a minute, you'll
know I've often spoken about how freaking long and
expensive it is to create the “passive” income dream.

The one where you wake up to sales in your inbox.

Sucks, right, because it's what you all want! 

Well, today, I want to talk to you about how SIMPLE
and QUICK high-ticket earning is and why I
recommend this as the first step on your success
ladder.

Let me start with the “secret” to making high-ticket
sales….which is really the secret to selling anything
but is especially important if you want to charge the
big bucks….the “secret” is confidence in your
product….when you feel bulletproof in your
confidence and KNOW you can help people get the
result they really want the rest falls into place.

THE REALITY OF HIGH-TICKET SALES

You can be confident NOW if you choose it.

BUT….

Most of you lack confidence in your coaching offers.

Most of you have no real idea about what it is you do well, and you’re miles outside of your true
coaching sweet spot.

Most of you don’t know what problem it is you’re really solving.

Most of you underestimate yourselves in a big way.

Most of you lack the CLARITY you need to feel CERTAIN you’re on the right track.

And so most of you waver and make half-assed attempts at putting yourselves out there in an
attempt to grow your coaching business.

Keep this up, and I GUARANTEE that you’ll be stuck here for a very long time.



HERE’S WHAT CLARITY & CONFIDENCE DOES:

Client 1: Went from charging $160p/h to selling 4 x $5K Coaching Packages in under 4 weeks.

Client 2: Went from never having ever run a webinar before in their lives to not only filling the webinar
but charging $500 per seat and selling $14K in seats at the webinar PLUS tens of thousands of dollars
in recurring revenue every month from that single webinar.

Client 3: Went from totally stuck and unsure to selling out 2 x group coaching programs, making a
$15K paid in full sale AND a bunch of other $1K sales…in 4 weeks.

Client 4: Went from zero business experience and working full-time to becoming an absolute
ROCKSTAR online, hiring a team to grow her social media and seeing her star rise more and more
every week with regular invitations to be a guest on other people's podcasts to continue that growth.

Client 5: Went from working full-time to quitting her job and earning $12K in sales in less than three
weeks.

*All of these clients made their money without investing in paid ads to get off the ground…their only
expense was me*

HERE’S WHAT’S COMMON ABOUT THESE SUCCESS STORIES…

While each of these coaches is very different, each coaching in a different space, every single one of
them went from unclear to VERY fucking clear fast.

How?

Because I helped them to uncover their sweet spot so they knew without a doubt that they could
deliver value for money even at a super high price point.

Because I helped show them what problem they were REALLY solving for their clients.

Because I helped them create high-ticket coaching packages that articulated their ability to solve that
problem AND the full value that comes from solving that problem.

Because I showed them how to start showing up and sharing their message in a way that began
attracting the right clients.

Because I showed them how to sell their high-ticket packages with confidence.

With clarity and confidence comes success quickly….faster than you imagine it can and will.

Where automated sales take a long time to get off the ground…high-ticket sales happen fast when you
have the right support.

STRATEGY CONT.



EACH OF THESE COACHES TOOK A LEAP OF FAITH & TRUSTED….and so results came fast….and they
kept on coming.

Most of you are having to work SO much harder to make money in your coaching business than you
need to because you’re undercharging and undervaluing yourselves….because you lack insight around
what is truly possible for you.

I have a question for you!

Do you REALLY believe you have what it takes to be a great coach and to build a VERY successful
coaching business?

Not in your moments of fear and doubt…but DEEP DOWN….underneath the noise.

I KNOW you do because you wouldn’t still be here if you didn’t.

My next question is this…How LONG are you going to keep playing small?

How LONG are you going to keep fucking about making half-assed attempts at this thing?

When will you take a leap of faith and invest in the help that WILL get you there?

6 months from now, your coaching business could look COMPLETELY different from how it looks right
now.

The full 180!

But you have to DO SOMETHING to create that shift….it’s not going to happen without action.

The bigger the leap, the better the reward.

Because if you REALLY believe you have what it takes, then why wouldn’t you back yourself to take
that leap?

Don’t you want to turn this thing around?

Quickly?

Without all the drama?

Then it’s time to back yourself and get the help you need to make this happen…NOW.

Why waste another minute playing small and going backwards….living in fear and overwhelm and
doubt?

STRATEGY CONT.



Why do that when there’s a much easier way….a way that works….a way that’s proven to work over
and over again?

The world needs great coaches so you playing small and NEVER getting off the ground fully is doing a
disservice to you and to the people whose lives you could be changing right now.

So…..gather your courage and take the leap….what other real choice do you have?

More of the same?

More waiting?

More falling behind?

More wishing things were different?

More frustration and overwhelm?

IT’S TIME TO GET SERIOUS ABOUT YOUR COACHING BUSINESS…isn't it?

Let me help you bring this coaching business dream of yours to life…once and for all…FINALLY!

Let me help you to nail your sweet spot so you have the confidence and clarity you need so you can
go ALL-IN on growing your coaching business in 2023.

Sound like a plan?

The first step is to enrol in my free 5-day course that begins on Monday...CLICK HERE to enrol.

STRATEGY CONT.

*This was a person's name so I hid
 it to keep it confidential

These were sales over a 3-day period - $38,494 USD
From 7 sales - this is why high-ticket is a no-brainer for me.

https://www.michellehext.com/5-days-to-5k-offer


FREE LIVE COURSE
Begins next Monday

HERE'S WHAT I'LL BE COVERING

CLICK HERE TO JOIN NOW

https://www.michellehext.com/5-days-to-5k-offer/
https://www.michellehext.com/5-days-to-5k-offer/


One thing I have loved so much about this magazine is that it has me diving into the archives in
search of killer content I can showcase here because I think it's something you'll find valuable.

I stumbled across a post that contained these messages, and I immediately knew you needed to see
this for a few reasons.

Firstly, you can see from these messages that I had hit an upper limit, AND/OR something felt out of
alignment.

I was developing a membership called RICH, FIT & FAMOUS ONLINE ( I refuse to let the domain die),
and I was stuck around the FAME element...a recurring theme in my life.

I had to figure out if I was upper-limiting or out of alignment, so I messaged a close friend of mine
who knows me very well, and this is the first part of our conversation.

MINDSET
KEEPING THE COMPANY OF THOSE WHO KNOW YOU & WANT YOU TO WIN

This is really sharing some behind the scenes stuff!!!

After this conversation, I remember going for a walk and reflecting on what was coming up for me.

I had determined I was upper-limiting like a mofo and that the only alignment that needed to fall into
place was doing it MY WAY.

I also determined that it was time to fully OWN the message I was putting out there about "FAME".

The next message came after I sent through the update copy of the sales page.



HERE'S THE THING...no conscious, deliberate uplevel comes without resistance, fear, doubt and all of
the crazy feelings, thoughts and emotions that go along with it.

In times like this, we need people around us who don't have an agenda other than to support us and
share their honest opinions, knowing this is what we truly need.

I am so grateful to have friends like this in my life, but it hasn't always been this way.

The entrepreneurial path can be a lonely one, a scary one and an uncertain one and doing it alone
can be tough...really tough.

I remember a time when I had rapid growth in my business and one day looked up to see my old
friends had gone....my success triggered their insecurities, and I felt it.

I had to decide...do I want to play small, so no one around me becomes uncomfortable..or do I shake
the tree, see who falls away and who is still with me.

I shook the tree...HARD....and many fell away.

A very lonely time followed until I DECIDED I wanted to make some new friends who were playing at
my level...friends who wouldn't be intimidated. Friends who would be inspired by my success and
who would inspire me with theirs.

And friendships like this one began to develop....from all around the world.

My daily walks are often spent chatting on messenger with my friends...sharing voicemails back and
forth speaking of our dreams, our challenges, what we're working on, how we're working on it etc

We help each other through the struggles and celebrate each other's wins...it's the best thing in the
world, and I recommend it.

I've had some of these friends for years and have never met them in person, but they have become
important humans in my life.

My challenge to you this week is to either find a new entrepreneurial BFF or get in touch with
someone you have lost touch with.  Foster those relationships. Starting having rich, juicy
conversations that remind you of why you love this life you've chosen SO much.

You're welcome M xo 😉

MINDSET CONT.



LIFESTYLE
BODY GOALS UPDATE

I have my skinfolds measured again tomorrow,
and I'm not feeling very hopeful about seeing any
real progress with my recomp.

These past two weeks, I hit a bit of a wall.

I've been in a calorie deficit too long, even though
I do have days where I'm eating in maintenance.

We've been here before, and I could see the
signs.

It's weird because, for the most part, I'm not
hungry, and my brain is firing...I'm not going
without anything I want to eat or drink, either.

But my body is letting me know.

I start my workouts feeling fired up, but I don't
have it in me to work at the same intensity as
before.

I'm also bored.

So today, I start on a new training block that has me adding a 4th lifting session to the week.

I'll also now be lifting twice a week on my own, and I am SO excited about that. I love training with my
trainer, but I MISS putting in the headphones and doing my own thing.

I'll also be eating at maintenance calories for two weeks, so I'll be eating about 500 more calories a
day, every day for two weeks, before we head into four days at maintenance and three days in a
deficit.

I know this will give me the energy I need to start doing the other things I really miss, getting back to
Martial Arts, more interval training, more swimming...some bootcamp style sessions etc

The weather is going to warm up soon, and there is nothing more I love to do in summer than sweat
and then sweat some more...I love training hard.

I'm 2% off my bodyfat goal, but I told my trainer I want more energy than I want the 2%, and he's on
board.

I am mostly pain-free, I'm lean, I'm strong, and I feel good...I just want more energy!

SWEATING IN THAILAND



When I first started on this journey with Tim 11 months ago I
couldn't train the way I love to train because it was causing the
the opposite effect of what I wanted, which was to get rid of a 
shitload of bodyfat.

High-intensity training was adding more stress to my body and 
my body holds onto fat (in all the wrong places) as a stress 
response.

I've been very patient, but now I'm ready to...as I say to my besties 
"F@ck some sh!t up".

That means going back to Muay Thai and smashing out some
high-intensity stuff that's good for my soul and my brain!

LIFESTYLE

I told Tim...I have decided that my body no longer needs me to be over-cautious about stimulating a
stress response...that is no longer a thing.

He looked at me like I was mad but knows me well enough to know how well I know my body and
what it needs.

I won't be shocked if I don't drop that 2% eating huge amounts of food and training the house down.

No photo update this time because there really isn't much to see, but by the end of October, if things
go the way I intend them to, I'll be showing off my "after" pic.

And when you see it, you'll know I got there by listening to my body, advocating for what I know to be
right for me and trusting my instincts.

Right now, I feel like a racehorse that's been held in the starting stall for too long...I'm ready to race!

I'm also bored out of my brain with the food I have been eating; I can eat the same thing day after
day for a very long time...then I'm DONE!

So I'll be exploring some new meals I can 
share with you next week. 

One lady I know has been having her beef 
mince minced with liver (her butcher does it) 
so I'm going to get onto that (we live close).

A lot more food means eating more meals 
& if I have to eat them, I want to enjoy them.
I also have to find creative ways to get those
calories in! STAY TUNED! M xo

CONT

THE BIG BUDDHA 
I CAN SEE THIS FROM MY TRAINING CAMP IN THAILAND 

 IT MAKES ME SO HAPPY TO SEE IT!

My FAVE gym in Thailand



MONEY AFFIRMATIONS 

I remember a time in my business when I was almost
completely paralysed with fear when it came to money.

Well....more accurately....lack of money and the fear that was
created in my day-to-day life.

I can remember seeking ways to shift the funky feeling I was 
carrying around in my gut and stumbled upon money
affirmations...I used them as a pattern interrupt anytime the
fear started to bubble up.

Here were my "go-to" affirmations.

I'm a money magnet.

I love money, and money loves me.

Money loves to support me.

The more money I make, the more money I make.

Money flows easily to me in greater and greater amounts.

Whenever the fear would hit, I would start chanting these like
Rainman chanted, "Gotta fly Qantas".

MONEY MINDSET

It calmed my nervous system and shifted the fear even when I didn't believe what I was saying...it
helped immensely.

These days my affirmations are more about overflow and wealth, but the principles are the same.

MONEY AFFORMATIONS

What I love more than affirmations are affORmations which are basically the question version of the
affirmation.

For example: Why does money love to support me?

Asking questions makes your brain search for answers and begin problem-solving; just make sure
you're answering in the positive ie: Money loves to support me because I'm a good person, money
loves to support me so I can support others, money loves to support me because I'm worthy etc

SO..today...create some affirmations and practice them daily, journal them, say them out loud etc
and then choose one to turn into an afformation...ask the question and let your brain work FOR you
in the direction of your desires. M x



I am feeling such a strong pull toward a month of training in Thailand!
 

To be honest, I've been feeling the pull for a while but had committed to reaching certain goals with
Tim (my trainer) and knowing how much Thailand would interfere with this (my muscle get's eaten up

with all the MA training) I have put it off and off and off.
 

But I have to go...I miss it SOO much...but that's not why I bring this up...I want to finish up with a final
word on creating location independence through your business.

 
For years I've been travelling and working, and when I do one, I never feel like the other is cramping

my style.
 

When I was in the US in May, I travelled with someone I didn't know for a portion of the trip, and they
often commented about how they were in awe of my ability to work from anywhere. They also

mentioned they couldn't do this but one day hoped they could (switch into business mode whilst
travelling).

 
For me..there is no separation...my work is my creative outlet...I just happen to be paid well for that.

 
When I travel, I share my adventures and my mishaps with you, I mentor my clients, I run my group

programs...and it all feels, well, NORMAL....natural.
 

I ran calls from various hotel rooms around the US, I ran private calls from my balcony overlooking
the ocean in Fiji and even at the outside restaurant after having breakfast.

 
Having a business that I can run from anywhere...on my phone if I need to feels like freedom to me.

 
I intentionally created this business and life.

 
Whenever I arrive at a new destination, I first hook up the wifi and set up where I'll be running calls
from (lighting is EVERYTHING). It takes me less than 5 minutes, and with that done, I know I can give

my clients and course participants my full attention when I need to. This is important to me.
 

Have you thought about making use of the location independence your business can provide?
 

If not, why not book a trip and get away...take your laptop and plan to work while you travel.
 

Make it part of your lifestyle, and you'll never feel tied to your business ever again!
 

Until next week...bit love. M xox
 
 
 
 

A FINAL WORD

<<< My last trip to Thailand
 


